TECHNICAL WHITE PAPER: BACKUP EXECTM 2014
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Backup ExecTM 2014 Technical White Paper

Optimized Duplication

Technical White Papers are designed to introduce Symantec partners and end users
to key technologies and technical concepts that are associated with the Symantec
Backup and Recovery product family. The information within a Technical White
Paper will assist partners and end users as they design and implement data
protection solutions based on Symantec Backup and Recovery products.
Technical White Papers are authored and maintained by the Symantec Backup and
Recovery Technical Services group.
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Introduction
This white paper is intended to assist technical personnel as they design and implement Backup Exec™ 2014’s
Optimized Duplication technology and make related decisions. The business value of Optimized Duplication
technology will also be discussed in this white paper.
This white paper includes the following topics:


Business Value



Underlying Principles



Configuring and Using Optimized Duplication in Backup Exec



Best Practices



The Backup Exec Partner Toolkit



Additional Resources

Note: For step-by-step instructions on installing, configuring, and managing Backup Exec™ and Optimized Duplication
technology, refer to the Backup Exec™ 2014 Administrator’s Guide available here: TECH205797.
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Business Value
Challenges of Legacy Disaster Recovery Methods
Offsite data protection helps organizations plan for disaster recovery by keeping backup copies of important
data at one or more additional locations other than the main office. Data is usually transported offsite using
removable storage media such as magnetic tape or optical storage.
Companies relying on tape solutions to protect against disaster face several challenges, including tape
transport costs, security issues, and the complexities of media management. Many companies are looking for
alternatives that allow them to overcome or avoid these challenges, such as methods that copy or replicate
data electronically over a WAN/LAN connection to disk storage at a disaster recovery site. Alternatives such as
these enable lower costs, improved security, and improved Recovery Point and Recovery Time Objectives
(RPOs/RTOs).
Backup Exec’s Optimized Duplication Technology
Backup Exec™ 2014 offers a cost-effective backup replication method known as optimized duplication.
Optimized duplication combines the powerful backup and data deduplication technologies in Backup Exec™
2014 to enable the optimized transfer of data over a LAN/WAN connection from one Backup Exec server to
another Backup Exec server. Copying backup data from one Backup Exec server to another using optimized
duplication makes the same backup data available for recovery at multiple locations, thereby offering a
convenient and cost-effective disaster recovery solution.
Symantec Backup Exec
Symantec Backup Exec™ delivers powerful, flexible, and easy-to-use backup and recovery to protect your
entire infrastructure, whether built upon virtual, physical, or a combination of both. Using modern technology,
Backup Exec backs up local or remote data to virtually any storage device including tape, disk and cloud.
Recovery is fast and efficient. With a few simple clicks, you can quickly search and restore granular file or
application objects, applications, VMs, and servers directly from backup storage. Additionally, easily protect
more data while reducing storage costs through integrated deduplication and archiving technology.


Powerful: Super charge the performance of your backup with Backup Exec. Get fast and reliable
backups that are up to 100% faster than prior releases, comprehensive and innovative virtualization
capabilities, and powerful built-in data deduplication and archiving. Avoid lengthy downtime and
missing a critical backup window with Backup Exec.



Flexible: Not all backup solutions have the flexibility to protect your environment while also supporting
agile recovery. You should be able to recover what you need, when you need it - quickly and easily.
Whether you want to recover a single, critical file or an entire server, Backup Exec can quickly search
and restore without mounting or staging multiple backup jobs. Backup Exec protects hybrid
architectures with a single solution that backs up to virtually any storage device and achieves fast,
efficient, versatile recovery.



Easy to use: Traditional, complex and point backup and recovery solutions can be inefficient, time
consuming, and expensive to manage. Through intuitive wizards and insightful dashboards, Backup
Exec is easy to implement, use and manage, whether you’re upgrading from a previous version or
switching from an alternative solution.
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Underlying Principles
Backup Exec Deduplication Basics
Backup Exec™ 2014 offers new opportunities to partners and customers to improve backup and disaster
recovery protection through integrated deduplication. With the Backup Exec™ 2014 Deduplication Option,
administrators have the ability to choose when and where deduplication takes place.

Figure 1: Deduplication Methods
The Backup Exec Deduplication Option enables several block-level deduplication capabilities that can greatly
benefit Administrators who want to control storage growth. There are three different methods of
deduplication available:


Client deduplication



Server deduplication



Appliance deduplication

Client Deduplication
Client deduplication uses a process whereby deduplication calculations are driven by the local Agent for
Windows or Agent for Linux installed on the protected server. Deduplication calculations are the identification
of unique and non-unique blocks, and the skipping of non-unique blocks.

Figure 2: Client Deduplication
The advantage of using this method is that only unique blocks of data are transferred to the Backup Exec
server, greatly reducing the impact on data traffic on the network, and potentially reducing the time required
to transfer backup data to the Backup Exec server. Drawbacks of this method include increased processing
load on the server being backed up.
Note: In order to use client deduplication to protect VMware virtual machines, each virtual machine must be protected
as if it were a stand-alone physical server with the Agent for Windows or Agent for Linux performing backup operations.
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When using the Agent for VMware and Hyper-V to protect VMware virtual machines through VADP integration and
image-level backups, only server deduplication is supported.

Server Deduplication
Server deduplication uses a process whereby deduplication calculations are handled by the Backup Exec server,
not by the client server being protected. As backup data arrives at the Backup Exec server, blocks are
fingerprinted and identified as unique or non-unique, and are either kept or skipped, respectively.

Figure 3: Server Deduplication
The advantage of using this method is the avoidance of increased processing load on the clientserver.
Drawbacks of this method include heavier network impact as the full backup stream is transported to the
Backup Exec server. This method is recommended when using the Agent for VMware and Hyper-V to protect
VMware virtual machines.
Appliance Deduplication
The appliance deduplication method leverages a 3rd-party deduplication device to handle all aspects of
deduplication. Backup data is transferred to the appliance device for storage, while catalog information is
transferred to the Backup Exec server.
The primary advantage of appliance deduplication is that the deduplication processing burden is handled by
the appliance device, not the protected client server or the Backup Exec server. In addition, backup data can
be transferred directly to the appliance device without having to travel through the backup server topology.
However, catalog data is sent to the Backup Exec server.
Note: The Backup Exec Hardware Compatibility List (HCL) contains information about all third-party deduplication
devices that have been certified with Backup Exec™ 2014. Backup Exec compatibility documentation is available here:
TECH205797

Optimized Duplication
In addition to its industry-leading deduplication technology, Backup Exec™ 2014 allows administrators to make
copies of deduplicated backup sets and transfer them to a different Backup Exec 2014 server or Backup Exec
3600 Appliance. The transfer process is optimized, meaning only unique blocks – those not already contained
in the deduplication disk storage device of the destination server – are copied. This ability is known as
optimized duplication.
In order to enable optimized duplication, the Backup Exec Deduplication Option must be licensed on each
Backup Exec server involved in the transfer process. Copying backup sets from one Backup Exec server to one
or more additional Backup Exec servers using optimized duplication makes the same backup data available for
recovery at multiple locations, thereby offering a convenient disaster recovery solution. Optimized duplication
works just like a duplicate stage from “disk to tape” or “disk to disk to tape”, but the destination is the
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deduplication disk storage device on another Backup Exec server and is optimized by deduplication technology.
Some additional advantages of optimized duplication include the following:


Avoids rehydration of data while transferring it over the network or WAN



Copies only unique data blocks not already contained by the destination Backup Exec server



Transfers backup data significantly faster than traditional or non-optimized copy events

The benefits of optimized duplication can be very dramatic in subsequent backup operations in situations
where data change rates are low.
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Configuring and Using Optimized Duplication in Backup Exec
Enterprise Server Option
As explained earlier, the ability to perform optimized duplication is built into the Backup Exec Deduplication
Option. The Deduplication Option license must be installed on each Backup Exec server that is involved in the
optmized duplication process. In addition, the Backup Exec Enterprise Server Option must be installed on a
server In this configuration, Backup Exec will be fully aware of the secondary copy of data, which allows for
easy recovery of the case of a disaster.
Device Sharing
Optimized duplication requires the ability to share devices (deduplication disk storage devices) between
Backup Exec servers. After the deduplication disk storage devices are shared between Backup Exec servers,
duplicates of backup data from one Backup Exec server can be sent to the deduplicaion disk storage
device
on other Backup Exec servers.
In environments where backup operations are controlled by a Central Administration Server (CAS), Backup
Exec maintains a database of the shared backup devices. Without this database control of backup devices, the
backup data that one server submits to the backup device could overwrite the data that another server
submits, resulting in data loss. In a CAS environment, you can add a storage device to a CAS, a managed Backup
Exec server, or both. Multiple Backup Exec servers in a CAS environment can share a single device.
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Best Practices
Selecting a Catalog Mode
While backing up data, Backup Exec creates a catalog that contains information about the backup sets and
about the storage devices on which the backup sets are stored. In a Central Administration Server (CAS)
environment, you can choose the catalog location. Regardless of the catalog location, if a persistent network
connection is available between the central administration server and the managed Backup Exec server, you
can browse the backup sets in the catalog and perform restore operations from both servers. There are three
primary catalog modes offered by Backup Exec:


Centralized



Distributed



Replicated

Centralized catalog (central administration server)
When using the centralized catalog configuration, all catalog data is stored on the central administration
server. The primary benefit of using the centralized catalog configuration is that it makes it relatively easy to
back up the catalog data. However, this configuration places an increased demand on the network connection
between the central administration server and managed Backup Exec servers as catalog data will be
transferred between the two in order to centralize it at the central administration server location.
A persistent connection between the central administration server and the managed Backup Exec server is
required for the centralized catalog configuration. If a persistent connection is not maintained, backup
operations may be interrupted.
Distributed catalog (managed Backup Exec server)
When using the distributed catalog configuration, most catalog data is maintained on the local managed
Backup Exec server. Some minor catalog information is still transferred to the central administration server.
This configuration is optimal for distributed environments where managed Backup Exec servers have a low
bandwidth or unstable connection to the central administration server. However, protecting catalog files
becomes more complex, since each managed Backup Exec server will need to have its local catalog files
protected separately. A persistent connection between the central administration server and the managed
Backup Exec server is not required for the distributed catalog configuration. If a persistent connection is not
maintained, backup operations may be interrupted.
Note: When performing optimized duplication between a central administration server and a managed Backup Exec
server, the device and media information must be configured to be stored on the central administration server.

Replicated catalog (central administration server and managed Backup Exec server)
When using the replicated catalog configuration, an administrator gains both the advantages as well as the
disadvantages of the centralized and distributed catalog configurations, as catalog files are maintained both at
the local managed Backup Exec server as well as replicated to the central administration server. The replicated
catalog configuration enables centralized backup of catalog files, but is not optimal for environments where
the central administration server and managed Backup Exec servers are separated by low bandwidth or
unstable network connections. A persistent connection between the central administration server and the
managed Backup Exec server is required for the replicated catalog configuration.
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Figure 4: Selecting a Catalog Mode
Connection Requirements
To accommodate a low bandwidth network connection and to reduce network traffic, it is recommended to
minimize the frequency of job status updates that are sent from the managed Backup Exec server.

Figure 5: Connection Settings
It is also recommended that you have at least a gigabit network for the CAS environment. The faster the
network infrastructure, the better the CAS environment will run. In absence of a network connection, managed
Backup Exec servers will not be able to perform any backup or restore operations because they are reliant
upon the central administration server for operation.
Note: If it becomes necessary to perform a backup or restore operation locally on a managed Backup Exec server, you
will have to convert the managed Backup Exec server to a standalone Backup Exec server.
The procedure for converting a managed Backup Exec server to standalone mode is covered in the Backup Exec Private
Cloud Services Planning and Deployment Guide, available here: TECH172464
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While designing a CAS environment, it is recommended that you place the Backup Exec server with the central
administration server role at the disaster recovery site.
Latency and Connection Guidelines
Network Recommendations
For optimized duplication, a persistent, high-fidelity network link between the source and destination Backup
Exec server is highly recommended. This includes the following requirements:


Less than one percent packet loss during transmissions



Round-trip network latency of 250 milliseconds or less

Loss of Network Connection
Should an event occur that results in the managed Backup Exec server losing communication with the central
administration server, scheduled backup operations will cease. After the connection is restored, scheduled
backup operations will resume as normal.
Note: If it becomes necessary to perform a backup or restore operation locally on a managed Backup Exec server, you
will have to convert the managed Backup Exec server to a standalone Backup Exec server.
The procedure for converting a managed Backup Exec server to standalone mode is covered in the Backup Exec Private
Cloud Services Planning and Deployment Guide, available here: TECH172464

Unrestricted Access Catalog Mode
An additional catalog mode available in Backup Exec™ 2014 is the unrestricted access catalog configuration.
This configuration is similar to the centralized catalog configuration in that catalog files are stored at the
managed Backup Exec server and are also replicated to the central administration server.
A persistent network connection is required between the central administration server and the managed
Backup Exec server in unrestricted access catalog mode. In this mode, catalogs are centralized and stored on
the central administration server. Note that this combination of options may not be suitable if you have a lowbandwidth network connection to the central administration server. This managed Backup Exec server can
access and restore backup sets for all storage devices that it shares with other Backup Exec servers. The
backup tasks that are created on the central administration server can be load-balanced and delegated to this
managed Backup Exec server. A rolling upgrade cannot be performed with this configuration.
Selecting a Deduplication Method
It is recommended that you use client deduplication for most of the backup operations, especially for WAN or
Remote Office protection. Data is deduplicated at the client and sent across the network in deduplicated form.
In this way, only the unique data is sent to the Backup Exec server, rather than the entire backup stream. Most
environments –LAN or WAN environments – can benefit from less data being sent across the network.
Seeding the Destination Deduplication Disk Storage Device
When using optimized duplication to transfer backup data to a remote location over a low-bandwidth WAN
connection, it is recommended that the destination deduplication disk storage device be pre-populated with a
full backup of the servers being protected. This is also known as “seeding”. Seeding helps avoid the potentially
time and bandwidth-intensive process of transmitting large amounts of backup data (such as full backups) over
the low-bandwidth WAN connection to the destination deduplication disk storage device. Without seeding,
initial full backups will need to be transmitted almost in full to the destination deduplication disk storage
device, as optimization from data deduplication will be limited.
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Seeding is accomplished by storing a full backup of one or more client servers to an external storage device,
such as a USB drive. The USB drive can then be transported to the remote location of the Backup Exec server
and the destination deduplication disk storage device. After the USB drive arrives at that location, the backup
data can be duplicated onto the deduplication disk storage device.
Note: Additional notes, recommendations, and guidelines for seeding the destination deduplication disk storage device
can be found in the Private Cloud Services Planning and Deployment Guide available here: TECH172464.

Optimized Duplication and the Backup Exec 3600 Appliance
Many Backup Exec customer environments have an existing investment in deduplication appliances for onsite
backup, offsite storage (disaster recovery), and remote office protection. If you already have an investment in
these devices, or plan to do so, then appliance deduplication is an excellent fit for your environment.
Many deduplication appliances also include a built-in replication capability, where data can be backed up
onsite then replicated in an efficient manner to another appliance in an offsite location. This replication is
another area where appliances can excel. Symantec has taken an embrace and extend strategy by partnering
with hardware deduplication appliance vendors to add value. Symantec’s appliance deduplication feature
allows Backup Exec to be aware of and to control both the deduplication and replication functions of the 3rdparty hardware appliance.

Figure 6: Optimized Deduplication and Appliances
Optimized Duplication and NetBackup Appliances
When Backup Exec is configured to use NetBackup appliances as an OST target device for backups or optimized
duplication, the NetBackup Appliance software version should be v1.4.3.1 or newer.
Note: For authoritative information on device and platform compatibility, please refer to the Backup Exec compatibility
documentation available here: TECH205797

Optimized Duplication and Disk-to-Disk-to-Tape (D2D2T) Strategies
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Administrators can use optimized duplication to duplicate backup sets to a remote office location and then use
a duplicate stage to transfer the backup sets to tape. It’s important to note that all of the forms of
deduplication mentioned here are disk-based; backup data is never stored to tape media in deduplicated form.
When using optimized duplication over a WAN connection in a D2D2T scenario, Symantec recommends that
backup sets be copied to tape from the local deduplication disk storage device managed by the Backup Exec
server.
NetBackup PureDisk in the Data Center and Backup Exec at Remote/Branch Office
Through the implementation of OpenStorage (OST) technology in Backup Exec, additional integration with
NetBackup PureDisk 6.6 can be obtained. Backup Exec can now use PureDisk Storage Pools as data
repositories. In fact, Backup Exec can use PureDisk as both a destination for Appliance Deduplication, and
Backup Exec Remote Agents can back up data directly to the PureDisk storage pool through Client
Deduplication.
Estimating Bandwidth Requirements for Optimized Duplication
The Backup Exec Private Cloud Services calculator spreadsheet utility is designed to help determine time
estimates. The spreadsheet is in Microsoft Office Excel format and available here: TECH172473.
Verify Jobs
Verifying the integrity of backup data is an important consideration for any data protection strategy. However,
in environments where optimized duplication is being used, it is not practical to verify backup data across a
limited bandwidth WAN connection. One option is to perform the optimized duplication job across the WAN
without a verify operation, and have a subsequent stage that copies the backup data out to tape with a verify
running at that point.
Copying Deduplicated Backups to Tape
When leveraging deduplication in a Backup Exec environment, it is highly recommended that deduplicated
backup sets also be stored to another device or location. Whether optimized duplication is being used or not,
consider copying the deduplicated backup sets to tape or to another external device, preventing the
deduplication disk storage device from acting as a single point of failure in the backup infrastructure.
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Backup Exec Partner Toolkit
Overview
To assist partners and end users as they implement Backup Exec™ 2014 and the Backup Exec™ 3600 Appliance,
Symantec has released the Backup Exec™ Partner Toolkit. The Backup Exec™ Partner Toolkit demonstrates the
power of the Backup Exec data protection portfolio by qualifying the hardware configuration of potential
backup servers to ensure they will perform to expectations, by calculating front-end capacity amounts to
streamline the Backup Exec licensing process, and by demonstrating the storage optimization benefits of
Backup Exec’s deduplication technology.
Note: The Backup Exec Partner Toolkit is available to Symantec partners and end users at no charge and can be
downloaded from the Symantec Connect portal here: Backup Exec Partner Toolkit.

Business Value
The Backup Exec™ Partner Toolkit includes three tools designed to help partners and end users perform
environmental assessments either before or after installing a Backup Exec solution. These are as follows:


Performance Analyzer - The Performance Analyzer Tool will assess the readiness of one or more server
systems to act as a Backup Exec server. Each server’s hardware and software configuration is analyzed
for performance inhibitors, including any disk and tape backup devices attached to that server.



Deduplication Assessment Tool - The Deduplication Assessment Tool will directly demonstrate the
value of Backup Exec’s deduplication technology to partners and end users by scanning one or more
servers in an environment and offering deduplication ratio and backup storage savings estimates.



Front-end Capacity Analyzer - The Front-end Capacity Analysis Tool will easily and quickly identify the
amount of front-end data in an environment and greatly streamlines the process of selling the Backup
Exec™ Capacity Edition, which is licensed against the amount of front-end data in an environment.

Ease of Use
By design, the Backup Exec™ Partner Toolkit offers a wizard-driven experience that is very easy to use. Simply
select the tool to run, identify the servers and associated volumes and application resources to scan, provide
associated credentials, and run the selected operation. Upon completion, a results screen is displayed in the
form of a report which can be saved to a number of common file formats.
Platform and Application Support
The Backup Exec™ Partner Toolkit supports Windows 2003, Windows 2008, and Windows 2012 x86 and x64
platforms, including both physical and virtual systems. Front-end capacity analysis is supported for Windows
volumes. Deduplication analysis is supported for Windows volumes, Exchange application data, and SQL
application data. Performance analysis is supported for any server running Windows 2003, Windows 2008, or
Windows 2012 (x86 or x64).
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For More Information
Link

Description

www.symantec.com/business/backup-exec-for-windows-servers

BE Family Landing Page

www.symantec.com/business/products/whitepapers.jsp?pcid=pcat_business_cont&pvid=57_1

BE White Papers

www.symantec.com/business/products/datasheets.jsp?pcid=2244&pvid=57_1

BE Datasheets, Solution Briefs

http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH205797

BE Compatibility Docs

www.backupexec.com/configurator

BE Product Configurator

www.backupexec.com/skugenerator

SKU Generator and BEST Tool

http://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/new-backup-exec-partner-toolkit-v10

Backup Exec Partner Toolkit
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